ABOUT
US
Founded in 2014 LGS Design is a graphic design business focused on innovative and original design solutions for businesses. Graphic
design flows into many different aspects from website design to vehicle graphics which creates an opportunity for us to provide a
comprehensive range of services to help our clients succeed.
LGS Design is a business built on reputation and recommendation led by design. Our focus is on our clients, helping them grow
through creative visual communication and exceeding their every expectation.
Our studio is based in Chesterfield, Derbyshire and we provide products and services including bespoke website design, branding,
vehicle graphics and wraps, large format printing and signage solutions. With years of experience in each service, we strive to be
original and creative in every project we do helping you stand out above your competitors.
Any enquiries please visit www.lgsdesign.co.uk, call Leigh on 07894 650466 or visit us at LGS Design Unit 1, Thompson Street, Whittington Works, Whittington Moor, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S41 9AR.
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SIGN
SOLUTIONS
Our sign service offers a range of products for corporate and commercial signage, we specialise in bespoke fitted signs from small
signage including health & Safety and maintenance signs to larger projects like shop fronts, windows graphics and warehouses. We
offer a range of options from post signs, modular signs, sign trays and stand off lettering. We stive to communicate with our clients,
working together to successfully design, build and install your project. Our experienced installation team is IPAF and PASMA trained
and all our work is guaranteed and fully insured.
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VEHICLE
GRAPHICS & WRAPS
Vehicle graphics can be a powerful advertising tool for any business. Having your image visible on company vehicles from a small
car to a whole fleet will promote your brand in every area you visit, creating high impact advertising at very little cost. There are many
options to consider when selecting vehicle graphics for a business. We can help guide you to the best solution from small subtle
decals to half and full wraps to get the maximum impact.
We offer a design service using the latest vehicle outlines to give you a scaled visual of your vehicles design. Our templates give you
a clear understanding of the finished product, we also use Photoshop to create a more realistic visual if required. We use the best
products in the business for wrapping vehicles to ensure each wrap is successful and lasts as long as possible.
We have a passion for Motorsport and often design and install liveries for race and rally cars.
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PRINT
PRODUCTS
We can provide a huge range of promotional print products from business cards, flyers, menus, leaflets and letterheads to banner
prints, pop up banners, pavement signs and indoor & outdoor exibition products. Our print service caters for businesses of all sizes
and provides a fast and reliable service. We have access to a vast range of products and can usually source products when requested .
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GRAPHIC
DESIGN
We produce pixel perfect design concepts to the highest standards and will capture your business goals in powerful designs. We
pride ourselves on delivering results that are created by working closely with our clients and understanding exactly what is required.
We hope to exceed every customers expectations and deliver a service that is worth recommending.
Creative thinking is at the centre of everything we do. There are infinite possibilities when it comes to design and your options are
endless. Our team offers many services from company branding to vehicle graphics and installation. Using our skills and experience
we can help give your brand a pressence thats stands out and that flows through every part of your business.
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WEBSITE
DESIGN
Our priority is to build and maintain websites that not only look stunning but work to help your business grow. We specialise in building outstanding website solutions that create a presence with an impact. Our web design service offers affordable sites that are built
on the best content management system, with bespoke designs ensuring no website looks the same.
There are lots of features to help you get a striking and efficient website helping your business grow. The website’s we build are
developed with SEO in mind to help your site with google rankings.
Our hosting options provide different packages to suit each individual client these are very competitivley priced and start from
just £100 per year and include: 10 email accounts, 1 years domain name registration, 1 year hosting, SSL Certificate, Web and Email
forwarding.
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BEST PRODUCTS
BEST RESULTS
Over the years we have tried and tested many different brands and materials ensuring that we only use the best products to get the
best results. We use the Adobe CC design collection which includes Photoshop, Illustrator and Indesign to 3M, Avery, Hexis and Metamark vinyl materials. We want our products to last and our designs to stand out and give every customer a reason to recommend us.
If you have any questions regarding our products and services please contact us on 07894 650466 or email sales@lgsdesign.co.uk.
You can also visit our website www.lgsdesign.co.uk and take a look at our portfolio.
Alternatively visit our studio at LGS Design, Unit 1, Thompson Street, Whittington Works, Whittington Moor, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S41
9AR.
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